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Radiogenic heat production in continental crust

≈ 6 - 8  TW

A large fraction of the total Earth’s heat production 



Crustal heat production estimates

Geochemical analyses + heat flow data
= 

model for bulk heat production
and hence for the geoneutrino flux



Three points

(1) One cannot use “average” crustal geochemical model
and crustal thickness to calculate crustal contribution
to the geoneutrino flux

(2) One cannot rely on crustal structure from geophysics
to estimate local crustal contribution

(3) Heat flow data provide a local average crustal
heat production and can be used directly to
estimate crustal contribution to the geoneutrino flux
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CRUST
Enriched in U, Th and K

Lithospheric mantle
(rigid root)

Radiogenic heat production
in continental lithosphere

Qs = ΔQc + ΔQLM + Qb

ΔQc

ΔQLM

Basal heat flux Qb



CRUST
Enriched in U, Th and K

Lithospheric mantle
(rigid root)

How can we separate between the different components ?

ΔQc

Basal heat flux Qb

Shallow = small wavelengths

Deep = long wavelengths



(P,T) estimates from mineral equilibria in xenoliths



Moho depth and temperature





dV(Pn)/dT=-0.60x10-3 ± 10% kms-1K-1 (equal to mineral physics 
determinations)





Can we estimate crustal heat production from
crustal thickness and “average” crustal model ?



Kapuskasing structure

Relationship between crustal thickness and heat flux
(crustal heat production)
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SUDBURY









Continental crust is a complex assemblage of many different rocks



Scale for a representative heat production model

Lateral variations of heat production in the crust (i.e. over
≈ 40 km thickness) get attenuated by lateral diffusion. 
From potential theory, wavelengths of ≈ 2 π 40 = 250 km
get smoothed out.

Heat flow records a local average of heat production.



Scale for a representative heat production model

Local measurements



Scale for a representative heat production model

Local measurements

≈ 200x200 km windows



Scale for a representative heat production model

Local measurements

≈ 200x200 km windows

≈ 500x500 km windows



SUDBURY



Radiogenic heat production (per unit volume):
H = CU [U] + CTh [Th] + CK [K]

For constant Th/U and K/U,
geoneutrino production per unit volume
H* = γ H

Thus, one can use heat flow data.

A more efficient method to determine the contribution
of local radioactivity to the geoneutrino flux



Qc
z H(x, y, z) dx dy dz

[ x2 + y2 + z2 ] 3/2

H*(x, y, z) dx dy dz
x2 +  y2 + z2

Contribution of heat sources to heat flux

Induced geoneutrino flux

z H*(x, y, z) dx dy dz

[ x2 + y2 + z2 ]
H(x, y, z) dx dy dz

[ x2 + y2 + z2 ]

(neutrino survival probability ≈ 1 
over the relatively short distances of interest here)
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Importance of vertical stratification
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A more general formulation.

Heat production variations are largest in the upper crust
over thickness d

Thus :  ΔQ = ΔH d



A more general formulation.

Heat production variations are largest in the upper crust
over thickness d

Thus :  ΔQ = ΔH d

and the induced geoneutrino flux:






